Model R2
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Always on the go
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Adjust the seat height and, if necessary, the backrest height of the Malmstolen
R2 and your office chair is ready to use. The first time you sit on this chair, you’ll
sit correctly intuitively. The tilt mechanism takes care of its balance for you.
• Design based on a brand new mechanism • The tilt mechanism takes care
of its balance for you • The tilt mechanism moves about 11° backwards and
4° forwards • Backrest available in two versions, High and Medium
• The backrest is height adjustable • The seat height is freely adjustable
• Integrated ZenXit module ensures an extremely comfortable backrest

1.

The self adjustable ZenXit system in the backrest suits 95%
of all users without the slightest
adjustment. This ability to adapt
means that your body receives
support and relief that is hard
to beat, making it easy to relax.

2.

The Medium backrest is extremely comfortable. Suitable
for people who prefer a slightly
smaller backrest.

3.

The adjustable headrest is
an accessory that relieves
head and neck muscles. Perfect
for people who like to use the
tilt function on their chair and to
work in a reclined position now
and again.

specifications
System
Tilt
Tilt range
Seat height
Backrest setting
Seat
Backrest – High
Backrest – Medium
Chair base

RelActive
Centered tilt
11° backwards/4° forwards
Approx 41-50 cm
8 positions / approx 10 cm
D: 46 cm, W: 47 cm
H: 61 cm, W: 42 cm
H: 49 cm, W: 41 cm
68 cm diameter

accessories
Castors for hard floors
Gaslift
Pascal by DUX seat
Jointed neckrest
Armrest

4.

Nylon base with a smaller
diameter (68 cm) so that the
chairs can more easily be used
around, for example, a conference
table. To keep your chair mobile,
you can also choose castors that
suit your workplace floor. Soft
castors for hard floors and hard
castors for soft floors.

5.

The chair does not have
armrests. This is to make it
easier to adapt to different types
of workplace. Rest your arms on
your desk instead.

Yes
Higher, approx 44-54 cm
Yes
Yes, with high backrest
No
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